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ABSTRACT

The decay channels of the Ds-meson are deduced from a Selection Rule and a La-
grangian, formed on L*O{4) group invariance and on principle of minimal structure. A
comparison of Use results with experimental data is made.
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I INTRODUCTION

The D.-meson has the mass m = 1968.8±0.7 MeV, the mean life T = {4.50 ± 0.30) x
10~13s, the spin J = 0 and the isospin 1 = 0. According to the Quark Model, the D,-
meson is a composite of a charmed quark c and a strange antiquark 3. It has the Charmed
number C = 1 and the Strangeness S = 1 [1].

By its heavy mass, we can expect a large number of the decay channels. Actually,
there are in the data about forty observed detailed channels [1]. An important part of the
decay probability (about 30%) is of the inclusive channels with creation of the kaons and
antikaons. Another important part of the decay channels is of creation of the nonstrange
mesons (about 60%), The leptonic and semileptonic decays take a probability part less
than 20%.

As for the decays of other particles [2], here for the decays of the D,-meson, we shall
consider the problems on a theory approach, formulated on symmetry and dynamics
of an 8-dimensiona! space [3]. The channels are deduced from a Selection Rule, which is
applicable for all particle decays, and the Lagrangians, formed on the principle of minimal
structure and on L*O(4) invariance [2].

Here we would introduce some relations, which will he necessary for the next consid-
eration.

1.1 Selection Rule

AQ = AS = A/,, = /,, = AS, = 0 (1.1)

where Q is the electric charge, B is the baryonic number, A, is the leptonic number of
the lepton i (i = e, /*, T), /3 is the third component of the isospin and St is the total
strangeness [4j. The S, could be considered as the summation of the strangeness and the
charmed number [2].

1.2 Spectral Expansion of the field operators

The field operators are represented in form of the Spectral Expansion

*{*,X) = (1.2)

where tp(x,J,m) and ^(X,J,m) are the usual and internal field operators, J] and J2 are the
sets of the usual and internal characteristic numbers. Each term in this expansion is the
total field operator of a particle (preparticle) of a given mass m. In order to have a field
operator of a particle in the initial state or in the final state, we can extract from (1.2) a
term using the mass orthogonality relation < T??2|m'2 >= 6{m2 — m'a) [3].

II DECAY LAGRANGIAN

We shall establish the decay Lagrangian on L*O(4) invariance and on the principle
of minimal structure [2], The Lagrangian should be the products of the field operator of
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disintegrated particle and the so called "covariant image" field operators of this. And,
for the decays of D,-meson we can write:

L = X (X)X(X)+
(2.1)

X ( ••(*. X)]}

where v>(x), E(j)(x) and i/'(x) are the usual scalar, usual tensor of rank i and usual s pi nor
field operators respectively; 0(X), I(°'(X) and x(X) are the internal scalar, internal tensor
of rank ft and internal spinor field oprerators respectively; G\\ G'2

J
a(j, G3, Gt are the

constants.

The field operator i^(x)$(.Y) is of the particles having S=0 and 1=0, of the particle
group I(J)= 0(0). Particularly it is for the disintegrated D,-meson. The field operator
£(l '(r)v(.V) is of the particle group l/2{i); the field operator E{i){x)Iia)(X) is of the
particle group o(i); the field operator 4'[T)\(.Y) is of the particle group 1/2(1/2); J(x,X)
and K(x,X) are the charged and neutral currents [2]. All these field operators, as well as
the currents arr represented in Spectral Expansion form [2],

III DECAY CHANNELS

We shall use the Lagrangians (2.1) and the Selection Rule (1.1). Then we shall have
conservation of the electric charges Q, of the third components of isospin I3, of the bary-
onic numbers R, of the loptonic numbers L* and of the total strangenesses Si. However,
conservation of baryonic numbers and of leptonic nvimbers are ensured by invariance of the
Lagrangian (2.1). Moreover, with the presence of the generalized Gell-Mann-Nishijima
Relation, conservation of another characteristic number should be also ensured. And,
therefore, for deduction of the decay channels, we can account only two characteristic
numbers. We shall consider the conservation of I.T and S(.

Ill.i Decay channels related to first terms of the Lagrangian

Using the first terms of (2.1), with G\', the above mentioned mass orthogonality relation
and the Selection Rule (1.1) we shall have the decay channels. It is easy to see that,
by Strangeness conservation in the first and in the second approximations the decays are
forbidden. We have in

a. Third approximation

h =
St =

h = 0
S, = -2

1/2
1

1/2
- I

5, {{Kf + S-
-1/2 -1 /2

1 1

[A']+ [A']" [A']+ 5i
1/2 -1/2 1/2 -1 /2
1 - 1 1 1

(3.1)
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where [K] denotes the particle Family, which have 1 = 1/2 and S, = 1 [2].

We have from experimental data:

[K] = ( k, k(1460), k(1830), k-(1430), k;(1950); k*(892), k'(1680), k,(1270), k,(1400),

The Spurions St, S3 are unobservable [2].

Introducing into (3.1) the particles in |K] we shall have the detailed channels. However,
by energy conservation (mass relation) we can list the following channels:

fc+jfc( 1430,1460)°, £>+ — Jt( 1430,1460)+Jt°

/t+F(892,1410)°, £>+ - * * ( 8 9 2 , °

*+!,( 1270,1400)°, D+ - *,()270,

(3.2)

(3.2')

Into (3.2) and (3.2') the unobservable spurions Si and S2 were not introduced.

b. Fourth approximation

The decay channels of fourth approximation should be obtained from (3.1) by adding a
particle of the particle family [Io], which is of the spin J = 0, 1,2, ..., the isospin 1=0, and
the total strangeness S( = 0. This particle family is represented in the next paragraph.
Of course, the channels must be chosen in agreement with the mass relations.

III.2 Decay channels related to the interferences of the first and
second terms of Lagrangian

a. Second approximation

D* - [7]+[AT3,

b. Third approximation

(3.3)

( 3 ' 4 )



where [Io] is
[/o] = (r,,V(958),i?(1295),7?(I440), 7(1760).../o(975),

/O(12'l0),/o(1400),/0(1525),/o(1590),/o(1710)...

7,w(783),w(1390),a;(1600),^(1020),^(1680), 6,(1170),

/1(1285),/1(1420),/1(1510) /,(1430), /,(1520),...)

[I] is the particle Family I(J) = 1(J), Si =0:

<i2( 1320), TT5( 1670), p3( 1690),...)

[12] is the particle Family I(J) = 2(J), S, = 0

[/ , ]= *(I600),.. .[l].

Introducing [Io], [I] and [J2] into (3.3) we shall have the detailed decay channels.

c. Fourth approximation

In fourth approximation we have the following channels:

d. Fifth approximation

In fifth approximation we have thr channels

e. Sixth approximation

In sixth approximation we havr

(3.5)

(3-6)

(3.7)

III.3 Decay channels related to the interferences of the first and
third terras of the Lagrangian

It is easy to see that,by large masses of the nucleons, only one channel of the decay of
Dj-meson in third approximation, could occur:

Df (3.8)

III.4 Decay channels related to the interferences of the first and

fourth terms of Lagrangian

a. Third approximation

i. D+

b. Fourth approximation

and the channels obtained by the changes: c —• ft,
part icle group of I (J) = 0(0)

(3.9)

(3.10)

f,t. In (3.10), [?;] denotes a

III.5 Decay channels related to the interferences of the first,

second and fourth terms of Lagrangian

a. Fourth approximation

(3.11)

and the channels obtained by the changes: ,?2 —> i-°, < —> )i, i/r ~* i'f,

b. Fifth approximation

Dt - {[/] + [ / o ] } V , ! E + r ( ^ f ) { [ A ' F + ftjif,

and the channels obtained by the changes: e —> /i, v, -+ r/(1.

6
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IV COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

We can arrange the artual data of the decays of D,-meson as follows

1. Decays into 2 kaons:
k+t°t Ic-(892}°V, f(892)+F(892)°, ..., with the probabilities (2.8±O.7)%, (3.3±0.9)%,
(5.0±l)%, ..., respectively.

1. Decays into 3 kaons:
Not observed yet

3. Decays into 1 kaon and 1 meson:
fc°jr+, ..., with the probability < 6 X 10"3

4. Decays into 2 kaons and 1 meson:
fc+jr + ir- with the probability (1.4 ± 2.0) x 10"3

5. Decays into 2 kaons and 1 meson:
A:+A--7T+, fc°TF%+, .,., with the probabilities (3.9±0.4)%, (?), ...

6. Decays into 2 kaons and 2 mesons:
A-+A->r + ;r0, A+ifjr+jr-,..., with the probabilities (6.7±3.3)%, < 2.1%, (3.3±1.1)%,

7. Decays into 2 kaons and 3 mesons:
k-+k~x+x+n-< ..., with the probabilitiy (1.9 ± 1.4) x 1(T3

8. Decays into 2 mesons:
^JT + , 4>p+, pir+, T)it+, UJT+, i)/)+, 7J'(95S)JT+ , t/'(958)/i+, ..., with the probabilities
(2.8±0.5)%, (5.2±1.6)%, < 2.2 x ID"3, (l.r>±0.4)%, < 1.4%, (7.9±2.1)%, (3.7±
1.2)%, 9.-r)±2.7)%, ..., respectively.

9. Decays into 3 mesons:
flijr+ir0, ;r+7r+;r-, T)ir + jr°, 7'(9.V>)ir+T° with the probabilities (6.7±3.3)%, (1.2±
0.4)%, < 2.3%, < 2.4%., ...

10. Decays into A mesons:
j)5r + r+ j r~, ..., with the probability (?), ...

11. Decays into 5, 6, 7 mesons:
!r+jr+jr"ir^, ir°ff°, ..., with the probabilities (1.9 ± 2.0)%,

T + ?r+ir+ir JT 7r°, ... with the pobability (?), ...
7r+s-+ff+jr"!r~ir°ir0 with the probability (?), ...

— 12. Decay into leptons:
/i+ v with the probability < 3%, ...

13. Semileptonic decays:
<t>z+vt ..., with the probability (1.6 ± 0.7)%, ...

It can be seen that all the above listed observed decay channels are presented in the
deduced channels, enclosed in (3.1)-(3.12).

Here we can remark that, in the deduced channels, except the mesons which were
been observed the other mesons are very unstable. They are the k*(1410), kJ(1410),
fo(975), f,(1285) etc... [1]. Another remark is that, theoretically we have written the
channels with creation of the heavy mesons, the sum of the masses of which is near the
mass of disintegrated particle. These particles could be created, but after creation, they
immediately should be again disintegrated.

From the data we can see that there are the channels of creation of a lot of mesons
and with the considerable probabilities, Qualitively,we can explain these facts as follows.
According to the form of the Lagrangian (2.1 ),in high approximations the matrix elements
should contain a lot of terms. And, though each of these gives only a small contribution,
the probabilities taken from these matrix elements could be considerable. Another possible
explanation to these facts is that, in the experimental data, presented only the stable
mesons, particularly the pions, and therefore it should be reasonable to suppose that
some parts of these stable particles are created by the derays of the unstable mesons [2].
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